PREPARE WITH QUALITY RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

ImageTrend® Emergency Preparedness Solutions
During an emergency, you’ll need to quickly enact your plan to bring calm to the chaos. Resource Bridge™ gives you situational awareness with access to information, available any time at your fingertips.

Manage Resources
Understand hospital bed and resource allocation (HAVBED), and monitor hospital status in situations ranging from daily operations to multiple-vehicle accidents to large mass casualty incidents and evacuations.

Centralize Management
Lessen adverse impact and centralize incident command data. Communicate securely in real time, share documents, alert services, and manage inventory and funding distribution – all from one complete solution.

Seamless Integration
Use the same tools during a disaster that emergency responders use daily. Hospital Hub™ and Patient Tracking seamlessly integrate with ImageTrend data collection solutions to share data and connect EMS providers, hospitals and incident commanders with Health Information Hub™.
Complete the Puzzle

Already have pieces of a solution in place? The flexibility of Resource Bridge allows you to select only the modules needed to complete your puzzle.

**Patient Tracking**
An integrated solution that gives situational awareness during a multitude of events, daily response, MCIs and evacuations. Quickly collect information and track each patient from initial contact to final destination.

**Hospital Hub™**
Hospital Hub streamlines communication between medical personnel working in ambulances and hospitals. Hospitals prepare for incoming patients and are able to view ePCRs from multiple sources, while EMS services receive outcome data.

**Fatality Tracking**
The system equips response teams with the ability to manage and track fatalities from initial assessment to the hospital or morgue.

**Inventory Management**
- Assign inventory to any location
- Record product attributes and attach photos to products
- Identify products with unique bar codes
- Locate data with advanced search functionality
- Easily manage products or items with bulk actions

**Procurement**
Create multiple programs for various types of funding sources, including HPP and EMS distribution, built based on definable calculations and formulas.

**Report and Analyze**
ImageTrend’s powerful reporting database gives agencies the tools to make federal and state reporting requirements easy. Through advanced reporting techniques and agency-specific QA/QI criteria, create performance measures and discover what your data reveals.

Stay HICS compliant.  Tools you use daily and when disaster strikes.  Easily share data with seamless integrations.
Join us at our annual Connect User Conference!
Connect with industry leaders and peers nationwide. More information: ImageTrend.com/Connect